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Introduction 
In order to survive, all living things should maintain stable conditions such as certain 
temperature, water, oxygen, CO2, and mineral levels. This is the homeostasis process, 
which is the property of cells and organism to regulate and maintain stable conditions. 
Osmosis is one of the most important processes, by which living organisms use and 
manage stable conditions. Before defining osmosis, we must focus on understanding 
the diffusion process. Diffusion is the movement of molecules from a higher 
concentration to a lower concentration area, until those concentrations become equal. 
At this state, a solution is in a stable condition and no net movement can be seen. The 
molecules that move during this process can be either solid, liquid, or gas. In our 
metabolic process, molecules can be gases, nutrients, and waste products. Osmosis is 
a special kind of diffusion where water molecules move across a semipermeable 
membrane from an area of low concentration to an area of high concentration until a 
dynamic equilibrium stable condition is achieved. Semipermeable membranes allow 
only some molecules to pass through. Larger particles cannot pass through a 
semipermeable membrane.  

Diffusion and osmosis play very important roles in our body, especially for absorption of 
nutrients by blood cells, removal of waste products, elimination of water through sweat, 
neuronal communication in our brain to keep us moving and functioning, oxygen 
diffusion from our lungs into our bloodstream, and respiration process. Dialysis is an 
example of how osmosis is used to help patients with failing kidneys in the medical field. 
This process removes waste materials that are not being removed by the kidneys 
properly, by passing the blood through a semipermeable membrane. 
 

Goal of Lab 7: Solution as Transporters in 
Diffusion & Osmosis 
The goal of this lab is to study the effect of solution concentration on the osmosis 
process. In this lab, quantitative analysis of osmosis process will be studied by simple 
experiment. The concept of diffusion compared to osmosis will be explored, as well. The 
diffusion process will be studied by using different solvents and temperature. 
 

Theory and Background 
Diffusion 
There is something fishy about the ice cube from your freezer—how did it pick up those 
food odors? How does soaking a sprained ankle in Epsom salt reduce swelling? The 
answer to these questions are related to atomic and molecular transport phenomena—
another mode of fluid motion. Atoms and molecules are in constant motion at any  
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temperature. In fluids they move about randomly even in the absence of macroscopic 
flow. This motion is called a random walk and is illustrated in Figure 7.1. Diffusion is the 
movement of substances due to random thermal molecular motion. Fluids, like fish 
fumes or odors entering ice cubes, can even diffuse through solids. 
 
Diffusion is a slow process over macroscopic distances. The densities of common 
materials are great enough that molecules cannot travel very far before having a 
collision that can scatter them in any direction, including straight backward. It can be 
shown that the average distance  𝑥𝑥rms that a molecule travels is proportional to the 
square root of time, 
 
 
𝑥𝑥rms = √2Dt 
 
 
Where  𝑥𝑥rms stands for the root-mean-square distance and is the statistical average for 
the process. The quantity D  is the diffusion constant for the particular molecule in a 
specific medium. Table 7.1 lists representative values of D  for various substances, in 
units of m2/s. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7.1 The random thermal motion of a molecule in a fluid in time 𝑡𝑡. This type of motion is called a 
random walk. [credit: College Physics for AP® Courses. Figure 12.21. OpenStax. CC BY.] 
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Table 7.1 Diffusion Constants for Various Molecules 
 

Diffusing Molecule  Medium D (𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐 𝒔𝒔⁄ ) 
Hydrogen (H2) Air 6.4 × 10–5 
Oxygen (O2) Air 1.8 × 10–5 
Oxygen (O2) Water 1.0 × 10–9 
Glucose (C6H12O6) Water 6.7 × 10–10 
Hemoglobin Water 6.9 × 10–11 
DNA Water 1.3 × 10–12 

 
[credit: College Physics for AP® Courses. Table 12.2. OpenStax. CC BY.] 
 
 
Note that D  gets progressively smaller for more massive molecules. This decrease is 
because the average molecular speed at a given temperature is inversely proportional 
to molecular mass. Thus, the more massive molecules diffuse more slowly. Another 
interesting point is that D  for oxygen in air is much greater than D  for oxygen in water. 
In water, an oxygen molecule makes many more collisions in its random walk and is 
slowed considerably. In water, an oxygen molecule moves only about 40 𝜇𝜇m in 1 s. 
(Each molecule actually collides about 1010 times per second!). Finally, note that 
diffusion constants increase with temperature, because average molecular speed 
increases with temperature. This is because the average kinetic energy of 
molecules, 1

2
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚2, is proportional to absolute temperature.  

Because diffusion is typically very slow, its most important effects occur over small 
distances. For example, the cornea of the eye gets most of its oxygen by diffusion 
through the thin tear layer covering it. 
 
 
The Rate and Direction of Diffusion 
If you very carefully place a drop of food coloring in a still glass of water, it will slowly 
diffuse into the colorless surroundings until its concentration is the same everywhere. 
This type of diffusion is called free diffusion, because there are no barriers inhibiting it. 
Let us examine its direction and rate. Molecular motion is random in direction, and so 
simple chance dictates that more molecules will move out of a region of high 
concentration than into it. The net rate of diffusion is higher initially than after the 
process is partially completed (Figure 7.2). 
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Figure 7.2 Diffusion proceeds from a region of higher concentration to a lower one. The net rate of 
movement is proportional to the difference in concentration. [credit: College Physics for AP® Courses. 
Figure 12.22. OpenStax. CC BY.] 
 

The net rate of diffusion is proportional to the concentration difference. Many more 
molecules will leave a region of high concentration than will enter it from a region of low 
concentration. In fact, if the concentrations were the same, there would be no net 
movement. The net rate of diffusion is also proportional to the diffusion constant D, 
which is determined experimentally. The farther a molecule can diffuse in a given time, 
the more likely it is to leave the region of high concentration. Many of the factors that 
affect the rate are hidden in the diffusion constant D. For example, temperature and 
cohesive and adhesive forces all affect values of D. 

Diffusion is the dominant mechanism by which the exchange of nutrients and waste 
products occur between the blood and tissue, and between air and blood in the lungs. In 
the evolutionary process, as organisms became larger, they needed quicker methods of 
transportation than net diffusion, because of the larger distances involved in the 
transport, leading to the development of circulatory systems. Less sophisticated, single-
celled organisms still rely totally on diffusion for the removal of waste products and the 
uptake of nutrients. 
 
 
Diffusion Process in Gases 
Osmosis occurs in liquid mediums, in which only solvent molecules can move. 
However, diffusion occurs in liquids, solids, and gases, in which all states of mater can 
move. 

If you have ever been in a room when a piping hot pizza was delivered, you have been 
made aware of the fact that gaseous molecules can quickly spread throughout a room, 
as evidenced by the pleasant aroma that soon reaches your nose. Although gaseous  
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molecules travel at tremendous speeds (hundreds of meters per second), they collide 
with other gaseous molecules and travel in many different directions before reaching the 
desired target. At room temperature, a gaseous molecule will experience billions of 
collisions per second. The mean free path is the average distance a molecule travels 
between collisions. The mean free path increases with decreasing pressure; in general, 
the mean free path for a gaseous molecule will be hundreds of times the diameter of the 
molecule 

In general, we know that when a sample of gas is introduced to one part of a closed 
container, its molecules very quickly disperse throughout the container; this process by 
which molecules disperse in space in response to differences in concentration is 
called diffusion (Figure 7.3). The gaseous atoms or molecules are, of course, unaware 
of any concentration gradient, they simply move randomly—regions of higher 
concentration have more particles than regions of lower concentrations, and so a net 
movement of species from high to low concentration areas takes place. In a closed 
environment, diffusion will ultimately result in equal concentrations of gas throughout, as 
depicted in the below Figure 7.3. The gaseous atoms and molecules continue to move, 
but since their concentrations are the same in both bulbs, the rates of transfer between 
the bulbs are equal (no net transfer of molecules occurs). 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7.3 (a) Two gases, H2 and O2, are initially separated. (b) When the stopcock is opened, they mix 
together. The lighter gas, H2, passes through the opening faster than O2, so just after the stopcock is 
opened, more H2 molecules move to the O2 side than O2 molecules move to the H2 side. (c) After a short 
time, both the slower-moving O2 molecules and the faster-moving H2 molecules have distributed 
themselves evenly on both sides of the vessel. [credit: Chemistry: Atoms First 2e. Figure 8.27. OpenStax. 
CC BY.] 
 
 
We are often interested in the rate of diffusion, the amount of gas passing through 
some area per unit time: 
 
 

rate of diffusion =
amount of gas passing through an area

unit of time
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The diffusion rate depends on several factors: the concentration gradient (the increase 
or decrease in concentration from one point to another); the amount of surface area 
available for diffusion; and the distance the gas particles must travel. Note also that the 
time required for diffusion to occur is inversely proportional to the rate of diffusion, as 
shown in the rate of diffusion equation. 

 
Diffusion Process in Cell Membranes 
Whenever a substance exists in greater concentration on one side of a semipermeable 
membrane, such as the cell membranes, any substance that can move down its 
concentration gradient across the membrane will do so. Consider substances that can 
easily diffuse through the lipid bilayer of the cell membrane, such as the gases oxygen 
(O2) and CO2. O2 generally diffuses into cells because it is more concentrated outside of 
them, and CO2 typically diffuses out of cells because it is more concentrated inside of 
them. Neither of these examples requires any energy on the part of the cell, and 
therefore they use passive transport to move across the membrane. 

Before moving on, you need to review the gases that can diffuse across a cell 
membrane. Because cells rapidly use up oxygen during metabolism, there is typically a 
lower concentration of O2 inside the cell than outside. As a result, oxygen will diffuse 
from the interstitial fluid directly through the lipid bilayer of the membrane and into the 
cytoplasm within the cell. On the other hand, because cells produce CO2 as a byproduct 
of metabolism, CO2 concentrations rise within the cytoplasm; therefore, CO2 will move 
from the cell through the lipid bilayer and into the interstitial fluid, where its 
concentration is lower. This mechanism of molecules moving across a cell membrane 
from the side where they are more concentrated to the side where they are less 
concentrated is a form of passive transport called simple diffusion (Figure 7.4).   
 
 

 
 
Figure 7.4 Simple Diffusion across the Cell (Plasma) Membrane The structure of the lipid bilayer 
allows small, uncharged substances such as oxygen and carbon dioxide, and hydrophobic molecules 
such as lipids, to pass through the cell membrane, down their concentration gradient, by simple diffusion. 
[credit: Anatomy and Physiology. Figure 3.5. OpenStax. CC BY.] 
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Factors That Affect Diffusion 
Molecules move constantly in a random manner, at a rate that depends on their mass, 
their environment, and the amount of thermal energy they possess, which in turn is a 
function of temperature. This movement accounts for the diffusion of molecules through 
whatever medium in which they are localized. A substance will tend to move into any 
space available to it until it is evenly distributed throughout it. After a substance has 
diffused completely through a space, removing its concentration gradient, molecules will 
still move around in the space, but there will be no net movement of the number of 
molecules from one area to another. This lack of a concentration gradient in which there 
is no net movement of a substance is known as dynamic equilibrium. While diffusion will 
go forward in the presence of a concentration gradient of a substance, several factors 
affect the rate of diffusion. 

• Extent of the concentration gradient: The greater the difference in 
concentration, the more rapid the diffusion. The closer the distribution of the 
material gets to equilibrium, the slower the rate of diffusion becomes. 

• Mass of the molecules diffusing: Heavier molecules move more slowly; 
therefore, they diffuse more slowly. The reverse is true for lighter molecules. 

• Temperature: Higher temperatures increase the energy and therefore the 
movement of the molecules, increasing the rate of diffusion. Lower temperatures 
decrease the energy of the molecules, thus decreasing the rate of diffusion. 
When temperature increases, the energy of the molecules will increase. 
Therefore, the KMnO4 molecules will disperse at a faster rate (Figure 7.5). 

• Solvent density: The density of a solvent increases, the rate of diffusion 
decreases (Figure 7.6). The molecules slow down because they have a more 
difficult time getting through the denser medium. If the medium is less dense, 
diffusion increases. Because cells primarily use diffusion to move materials within 
the cytoplasm, any increase in the cytoplasm’s density will inhibit the movement 
of the materials. An example of this is a person experiencing dehydration. As the 
body’s cells lose water, the rate of diffusion decreases in the cytoplasm, and the 
cells’ functions deteriorate. Neurons tend to be very sensitive to this effect. 
Dehydration frequently leads to unconsciousness and possibly coma because of 
the decrease in diffusion rate within the cells.  

• Solubility: As discussed earlier, nonpolar or lipid-soluble materials pass through 
plasma membranes more easily than polar materials, allowing a faster rate of 
diffusion. 

• Surface area and thickness of the plasma membrane: Increased surface area 
increases the rate of diffusion, whereas a thicker membrane reduces it. 

• Distance travelled: The greater the distance that a substance must travel, the 
slower the rate of diffusion. This places an upper limitation on cell size. A large, 
spherical cell will die because nutrients or waste cannot reach or leave the center 
of the cell, respectively. Therefore, cells must either be small in size, as in the 
case of many prokaryotes, or be flattened, as with many single-celled 
eukaryotes. 
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A variation of diffusion is the process of filtration. In filtration, material moves according 
to its concentration gradient through a membrane; sometimes the rate of diffusion is 
enhanced by pressure, causing the substances to filter more rapidly. This occurs in the 
kidney, where blood pressure forces large amounts of water and accompanying 
dissolved substances, or solutes, out of the blood and into the renal tubules. The rate 
of diffusion in this instance is almost totally dependent on pressure. One of the effects of 
high blood pressure is the appearance of protein in the urine, which is “squeezed 
through” by the abnormally high pressure. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7.5 Effect of Temperature on Diffusion. In higher temperature, the molecules disperse more 
rapidly because kinetic energy of the molecules increases. The beaker on the left side shows KMn04 
particles more evenly dispersed than the beaker on the right-side containing room temperature water, in a 
given time. [credit: Yavuz-Petrowski, O., & the Florida Atlantic University College of Science. (2021). 
Effect of Temperature on Diffusion.] 
 

 
 
Figure 7.6 Effect of solvent density on diffusion. As density of the solvent decreases, rate of diffusion 
increases. As it can be seen in the picture, in lower density media, (density of acetone: 0.791 g/cm3), 
KMnO4 molecules diffuses faster, we can follow dispersion of molecules mixed with solvent by looking at 
the uniform color of solution, beaker on the right side. Ethylene glycol's density is 1.11 g/cm3, much 
heavier solvent, KMnO4 molecules slowdown in denser medium. [credit: Yavuz-Petrowski, O., & the 
Florida Atlantic University College of Science. (2021). Effect of Solvent Density on Diffusion.]  
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Osmosis and Dialysis: Diffusion across Membranes 
Some of the most interesting examples of diffusion occur through barriers that affect the 
rates of diffusion. For example, when you soak a swollen ankle in Epsom salt, water 
diffuses through your skin. Many substances regularly move through cell membranes; 
oxygen moves in, carbon dioxide moves out, nutrients go in, and wastes go out, for 
example. Because membranes are thin structures (typically 6.5 × 10−9𝑚𝑚 to 10 × 10−9𝑚𝑚 
across) diffusion rates through them can be high. Diffusion through membranes is an 
important method of transport. 

Membranes are generally selectively permeable, or semipermeable (Figure 7.7). One 
type of semipermeable membrane has small pores that allow only small molecules to 
pass through. In other types of membranes, the molecules may actually dissolve in the 
membrane or react with molecules in the membrane while moving across. Membrane 
function, in fact, is the subject of much current research, involving not only physiology 
but also chemistry and physics. 
 

 
 
Figure 7.7 (a) A semipermeable membrane with small pores that allow only small molecules to pass 
through. (b) Certain molecules dissolve in this membrane and diffuse across it. [credit: College Physics 
for AP® Courses. Figure 12.23. OpenStax. CC BY.]  
 
 
Osmosis is the transport of water through a semipermeable membrane from a region of 
high concentration to a region of low concentration. Osmosis is driven by the imbalance 
in water concentration. For example, water is more concentrated in your body than in 
Epsom salt. When you soak a swollen ankle in Epsom salt, the water moves out of your 
body into the lower-concentration region in the salt. Similarly, dialysis is the transport of 
any other molecule through a semipermeable membrane due to its concentration 
difference. Both osmosis and dialysis are used by the kidneys to cleanse the blood. 
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Osmosis can create a substantial pressure. Consider what happens if osmosis 
continues for some time, as illustrated in the below Figure 7.8. Water moves by osmosis 
from the left into the region on the right, where it is less concentrated, causing the 
solution on the right to rise. This movement will continue until the pressure 𝜌𝜌gh created 
by the extra height of fluid on the right is large enough to stop further osmosis. This 
pressure is called a back pressure. The back pressure 𝜌𝜌gh that stops osmosis is also 
called the relative osmotic pressure if neither solution is pure water, and it is called 
the osmotic pressure if one solution is pure water. Osmotic pressure can be large, 
depending on the size of the concentration difference. For example, if pure water and 
sea water are separated by a semipermeable membrane that passes no salt, osmotic 
pressure will be 25.9 atm. This value means that water will diffuse through the 
membrane until the saltwater surface rises 268 m above the pure-water surface! One 
example of pressure created by osmosis is turgor in plants (many wilt when too dry). 
Turgor describes the condition of a plant in which the fluid in a cell exerts a pressure 
against the cell wall. This pressure gives the plant support. Dialysis can similarly cause 
substantial pressures. 
 
 

 

Figure 7.8 (a) Two sugar-water solutions of different concentrations, separated by a semipermeable 
membrane that passes water but not sugar. Osmosis will be to the right since water is less concentrated 
there. (b) The fluid level rises until the back pressure 𝜌𝜌gh equals the relative osmotic pressure; then, the 
net transfer of water is zero. [credit: College Physics for AP® Courses. Figure 12.24. OpenStax. CC BY.] 

 

Reverse osmosis and reverse dialysis (also called filtration) are processes that occur 
when back pressure is sufficient to reverse the normal direction of substances through 
membranes. Back pressure can be created naturally as on the right side of the above 
Figure 7.8. (A piston can also create this pressure). Reverse osmosis can be used to 
desalinate water by simply forcing it through a membrane that will not pass salt. 
Similarly, reverse dialysis can be used to filter out any substance that a given 
membrane will not pass. 
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One further example of the movement of substances through membranes deserves 
mention. We sometimes find that substances pass in the direction opposite to what we 
expect. Cypress tree roots, for example, extract pure water from salt water, although 
osmosis would move it in the opposite direction. This is not reverse osmosis, because 
there is no back pressure to cause it. What is happening is called active transport, a 
process in which a living membrane expends energy to move substances across it. 
Many living membranes move water and other substances by active transport. The 
kidneys, for example, not only use osmosis and dialysis—they also employ significant 
active transport to move substances into and out of blood. In fact, it is estimated that at 
least 25% of the body's energy is expended on active transport of substances at the 
cellular level. The study of active transport carries us into the realms of microbiology, 
biophysics, and biochemistry and it is a fascinating application of the laws of nature to 
living structures. 

Quantitative Analysis of Osmosis 
We get most of our nutrients and medicines through solutions, which are great for 
transporting things from one place to another place. One of the process to transport 
particles or nutrients is osmosis. In the osmosis process, water moves through a 
semipermeable membrane from a lower concentration area to a higher concentration 
area. In our body, osmosis allows individual cells to absorb nutrients. Cells in our body 
have an outer plasma membrane that regulates transportation of essential nutrients into 
a cell and toxic substances out of a cell. The osmosis process can be explored by 
designing a simple laboratory experiment using potatoes. In this experiment, effect of 
concentration can be explored as well. 

Potatoes are full of water and are made of cells. The cells of a potato act as a semi-
permeable membrane, which gains water when immersed in a diluted water-based 
solution and loses water when in a concentrated solution. For this experiment, change 
in mass against concentration of sucrose/salt solutions can be monitored and the 
results can be analyzed in terms of the osmosis process.  

For this experiment, potatoes of identical size and mass are used. These potatoes are 
placed in different concentrated salt or sugar solutions for at least six hours - overnight 
for better results. Next, the potatoes are removed from the solution and dried. Their 
masses are recorded. The percentage change in mass is calculated for each 
experiment. Figure 7.9 shows change in mass against different concentrations of a 
sugar solution. By looking at this graph, you can analyze how the change of a sucrose 
solution affects the osmosis process. 
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Figure 7.9 The “Affect of Concentration on Osmosis Process” graph shows the percent mass change with 
change of a sucrose solution concentration in the osmosis process. The trend is a negative direct linear 
relation.  
 
 

Lab Examples 
LAB EXAMPLE 7.1: DIFFUSION EXPLORATION 
This example has three parts: play exploration, diffusion rate experimentation, and two-
particle system experimentation. You will be in the Diffusion Simulation for the three 
parts. This simulation models the diffusion of gas molecules, providing you a simulated 
environment to observe the rate of diffusion. You may control the parameters by clicking 
on the “up” and “down” arrow buttons to change the diffusion conditions of mass, 
temperature, and radius. In the “Theory and Background” section, we discussed that 
molecules move from a higher to lower concentration area. In the simulation, the area of 
higher concentration is one side of the membrane and the area of lower concentration is 
another side of the membrane. Let’s get started!  
 
Part 1: Play with the Diffusion Simulation 

1. Go to the PhET Diffusion Simulation. Orient yourself to all the variables you can 
manipulate. Play around for as long as you want. 
 

2. Select all the variables and analysis tools (data, stopwatch, scale, center of 
mass) so your screen matches the below Figure 7.10. The “Number of Particles” 
is set to “50” for the blue left-side parameter. The “Number of Particles” is set to 
“0” for the red right-side parameter. The “Mass (AMU)” is set to “28” for both the 
blue left-side parameter and the red right-side parameter. The “Radius (pm)” is 
set to “125” for both the blue left-side parameter and the red right-side 
parameter. The “Initial Temperature (K)” is set to “300” for both the blue left-side  
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parameter and the red right-side parameter. Click on the four checkbox options 
to put a check mark in the check boxes for “Center of Mass,” “Particle Flow 
Rate,” “Scale,” and “Stopwatch.” Keep the simulation speed at “Normal.”    
 
 

 

Figure 7.10 Screenshot of PhET Diffusion Lab with exploration activity in progress. [credit: Peter 
Stewart. Diffusion Exploration on PhET Diffusion simulation. PhET Interactive Simulations, 
University of Colorado Boulder. CC BY.] 
 
 

3. Make a prediction about what will happen when you remove the divider. Now, 
remove the divider. Was your prediction correct? Explain your result. Feel free to 
use the below space to journal your thoughts with PDF comments, PDF sticky 
notes, or printing!  
 

 
4. How did you know when the simulation was “finished”?  In other words, if you 

were to time how long it took for the molecules to move from one side of the 
divider to the other, how would you know when to stop the timer? Take a moment 
to think how you might go about explaining to a classmate when to stop the 
timer. Log your thoughts below. 
 

 
5. Do the molecules ever stop moving? Take a moment to reflect on the content 

discussed in the “Theory and Background” section. What might help explain the 
behavior of the molecules you are observing? 
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6. Can you describe how and why the molecules move from one side to the other? 
 

 
The process described above is called diffusion. It is the concept behind passive 
transport in cells. It explains why molecules move from one side of the cell membrane to 
the other. Essentially, molecules will move from a region of high concentration to a 
region of low concentration until equilibrium is reached. It does not mean molecules 
stop moving, it means there is an equilibrium of no net movement of molecules from one 
side of the barrier to the other.    
 
 
Part 2. Experiment with factors affecting how quickly molecules reach 
equilibrium.   
 

1. Click the green rectangular “divider” button again and “reset the divider”. This 
button is located on the right side of the screen under the parameters.   
 

2. Remove the divider again and start the timer at the same time. Stop the timer 
when the number of blue molecules on the left side of the divider is the same as 
they are on the right side of the divider. Record the time in the table below. Then 
complete the table by increasing the number of molecules as described in the 
table. 
 
 
Number of Molecules on 
the Right 

Time to equilibrium  

50  
100  
150  
200  
 

 
 

3. How did the number of particles of rate affect diffusion?  
 

 
4. Now put the number of blue particles at 100.   

 
5. Change the initial temperature (given in Kelvin) to 100 and find the time to 

equilibrium. 
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Temperature (K) Time to equilibrium  
100  
200  
300  
400  

 
 

6. How did the temperature affect the rate of diffusion? 
 

 
7. Experiment with other factors such radius (size) and mass of particles.  Make a 

general statement about how each will affect the rate of diffusion? 
 

 

Part 3.  How will two different particles affect diffusion? 
1. Set up the simulation using two different particles.  Place 100 particles on each 

side as shown below in Figure 7.11. The “Number of Particles” is set to “100” for 
the blue left-side parameter and for the red right-side parameter. The “Mass 
(AMU)” is set to “28” for both the blue left-side parameter and the red right-side 
parameter. The “Radius (pm)” is set to “125” for both the blue left-side parameter 
and the red right-side parameter. The “Initial Temperature (K)” is set to “500” for 
the blue left-side parameter. Note, the “Initial Temperature (K)” is set to “300” for 
the red right-side parameter. Click on the four checkbox options to put a check 
mark in the check boxes to the left of the words “Center of Mass,” “Particle Flow 
Rate,” “Scale,” and “Stopwatch.” Keep the simulation speed at “Normal.”    
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Figure 7.11 Screenshot of PhET Diffusion Lab with exploration activity further in progress. [credit: 
Peter Stewart. Diffusion Exploration on PhET Diffusion simulation. PhET Interactive Simulations, 
University of Colorado Boulder. CC BY.] 
 
 

2. Notice there are now the same number of particles on the left as on the 
right. Predict if there will be a net movement.  Explain your reasoning. 
 

 
3. Remove the divider. Explain what happened.  

 

 

Particles move into your cells because of the diffusion process. Where there is a region 
of high concentration of molecules, those molecules will move into lower 
concentrations. This is why oxygen can move from your lungs into your bloodstream 
and then from your bloodstream to individual cells. Just as sugar moves to equilibrium 
in your lemonade, molecules move toward equilibrium in the cells of your body.   
 
[Lab Example 7.1 credit: Peter Stewart. Diffusion Exploration on PhET Diffusion simulation. PhET 
Interactive Simulations, University of Colorado Boulder. CC BY.] 
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LAB EXAMPLE 7.2: CALCULATING HOW LONG GLUCOSE DIFFUSION TAKES 
Calculate the average time it takes a glucose molecule to move 1.0 cm in water. 

Here is our strategy: 

We can use 𝑥𝑥rms = √2𝐷𝐷t , the expression for the average distance moved in time t , and 
solve it for t . All other quantities are known. 
 
 
Solution 
Solving for t and substituting known values yields, 
 

𝑡𝑡 =
𝑥𝑥rms
2

2𝐷𝐷
=

(0.010 m)2

2(6.7 × 10−10m2/s) 

= 7.5 × 104𝑠𝑠 

= 21 ℎ 
 

Discussion 
This is a remarkably long time for glucose to move a mere centimeter! For this reason, 
we stir sugar into water rather than waiting for it to diffuse. 
 
 

Relations to Health Sciences 
Osmoregulation 
Osmoregulation is the process of maintaining salt and water balance (osmotic 
balance) across membranes within the body. The fluids inside and surrounding cells 
are composed of water, electrolytes, and nonelectrolytes. An electrolyte is a compound 
that dissociates into ions when dissolved in water. A nonelectrolyte, in contrast, does 
not dissociate into ions in water. The body’s fluids include blood plasma, fluid that exists 
within cells, and the interstitial fluid that exists in the spaces between cells and tissues 
of the body. The membranes of the body (both the membranes around cells and the 
“membranes” made of cells lining body cavities) are semipermeable membranes. 
Semipermeable membranes are permeable to certain types of solutes and to water, but 
typically cell membranes are impermeable to solutes. 

The body does not exist in isolation. There is a constant input of water and electrolytes 
into the system. Excess water, electrolytes, and wastes are transported to the kidneys 
and excreted, helping to maintain osmotic balance. Insufficient fluid intake results in 
fluid conservation by the kidneys. Biological systems constantly interact and exchange  
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water and nutrients with the environment by way of consumption of food and water and 
through excretion in the form of sweat, urine, and feces. Without a mechanism to 
regulate osmotic pressure, or when a disease damages this mechanism, there is a 
tendency to accumulate toxic waste and water, which can have dire consequences. 

Mammalian systems have evolved to regulate not only the overall osmotic pressure 
across membranes, but also specific concentrations of important electrolytes in the 
three major fluid compartments: blood plasma, interstitial fluid, and intracellular fluid. 
Since osmotic pressure is regulated by the movement of water across membranes, the 
volume of the fluid compartments can also change temporarily. Since blood plasma is 
one of the fluid components, osmotic pressures have a direct bearing on blood 
pressure. 

The solids in our body fluids are minerals, salts, and sugars. Our body organs and 
tissues immersed in body fluids. Through osmosis and diffusion, body fluids maintain 
stable concentrations despite external factors. Kidneys, for example, are one of the 
most important organs in our body. The kidneys’ function is to regulate ion levels in our 
body fluids and to keep our muscles and heart functional.  

Kidneys also remove waste products that the body produces. If the kidneys fail to 
remove waste products from our body, the resulting increased level of urea can be life 
threatening. If the kidneys malfunction, body fluid compositions cannot be maintained by 
diet. A person with kidney failure must go to the dialysis process to remove the waste 
and extra body fluid from their body. Dialysis is an example of how osmosis is used to 
help patients with failing kidneys. In this process, fluid moves from the blood to the 
dialysate (formulated solution, mostly water) through a membrane and then the 
concentrated waste products dialyze out of the blood. During this process, the waste 
molecules can pass through the membrane, but the blood cells are too large and held in 
the membrane. This means the blood cells are then returned to the patient after the 
dialysis process.  

Respiration in our lungs is an example of the diffusion process. The oxygen that we 
breathe in is exchanged for carbon dioxide in our lungs. Oxygen diffuses from the lungs 
into the bloodstream and then goes to the blood cells.  Later on, these blood cells are 
distributed across our body to the other cells requiring oxygen. 

In addition to the respiration process, diffusion occurs in our intestines. Cells in the 
intestines absorb nutrients we intake by our regular life cycle. Cells in the intestines 
transfer nutrients to blood cells, which carry nutrients to the other parts of the body.  

Brian cells send electrical signals by diffusion process, as well. The cells in our body 
maintain negative electrical charge and control specific ions that go in and out of the cell 
membrane. This process helps the brain to receive and process information, which 
allows us to sense different feelings. 
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CAREER CONNECTION: DIALYSIS TECHNICIAN 
Dialysis is a medical process of removing wastes and excess water from the blood by 
diffusion and ultrafiltration. When kidney function fails, dialysis must be done to 
artificially rid the body of wastes and fluids. This is a vital process to keep patients alive. 
In some cases, the patients undergo artificial dialysis until they are eligible for a kidney 
transplant. In others who are not candidates for kidney transplants, dialysis is a lifelong 
necessity. 

Dialysis technicians typically work in hospitals and clinics. While some roles in this field 
include equipment development and maintenance, most dialysis technicians work in 
direct patient care. Their on-the-job duties, which typically occur under the direct 
supervision of a registered nurse, focus on providing dialysis treatments. This can 
include reviewing patient history and current condition, assessing and responding to 
patient needs before and during treatment, and monitoring the dialysis process. 
Treatment may include taking and reporting a patient’s vital signs, preparing solutions 
and equipment to ensure accurate and sterile procedures. 
 
 
DISORDERS OF FLUID BALANCE: EDEMA  
Edema is the accumulation of excess water in the tissues. It is most common in the soft 
tissues of the extremities. The physiological causes of edema include water leakage 
from blood capillaries. Edema is almost always caused by an underlying medical 
condition, by the use of certain therapeutic drugs, by pregnancy, by localized injury, or 
by an allergic reaction. In the limbs, the symptoms of edema include swelling of the 
subcutaneous tissues, an increase in the normal size of the limb, and stretched, tight 
skin. One quick way to check for subcutaneous edema localized in a limb is to press a 
finger into the suspected area. Edema is likely if the depression persists for several 
seconds after the finger is removed (which is called “pitting”). 

Pulmonary edema is excess fluid in the air sacs of the lungs, a common symptom of 
heart and/or kidney failure. People with pulmonary edema likely will experience difficulty 
breathing, and they may experience chest pain. Pulmonary edema can be life 
threatening, because it compromises gas exchange in the lungs, and anyone having 
symptoms should immediately seek medical care. 

In pulmonary edema resulting from heart failure, excessive leakage of water occurs 
because fluids get “backed up” in the pulmonary capillaries of the lungs, when the left 
ventricle of the heart is unable to pump sufficient blood into the systemic circulation. 
Because the left side of the heart is unable to pump out its normal volume of blood, the 
blood in the pulmonary circulation gets “backed up,” starting with the left atrium, then 
into the pulmonary veins, and then into pulmonary capillaries. The resulting increased 
hydrostatic pressure within pulmonary capillaries, as blood is still coming in from the 
pulmonary arteries, causes fluid to be pushed out of them and into lung tissues. 
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Other causes of edema include damage to blood vessels and/or lymphatic vessels, or a 
decrease in osmotic pressure in chronic and severe liver disease, where the liver is 
unable to manufacture plasma proteins (Figure 7.12). A decrease in the normal levels of 
plasma proteins results in a decrease of colloid osmotic pressure (which 
counterbalances the hydrostatic pressure) in the capillaries. This process causes loss of 
water from the blood to the surrounding tissues, resulting in edema. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7.12 Edema An allergic reaction can cause capillaries in the hand to leak excess fluid that 
accumulates in the tissues. [credit: Jane Whitney as cited in Anatomy and Physiology. Figure 26.9. 
OpenStax. CC BY.] 
 
 
Mild, transient edema of the feet and legs may be caused by sitting or standing in the 
same position for long periods of time, as in the work of a toll collector or a supermarket 
cashier. This is because deep veins in the lower limbs rely on skeletal muscle 
contractions to push on the veins and thus “pump” blood back to the heart. Otherwise, 
the venous blood pools in the lower limbs and can leak into surrounding tissues. 

Medications that can result in edema include vasodilators, calcium channel blockers 
used to treat hypertension, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, estrogen therapies, 
and some diabetes medications. Underlying medical conditions that can contribute to 
edema include congestive heart failure, kidney damage and kidney disease, disorders 
that affect the veins of the legs, and cirrhosis and other liver disorders. 

Therapy for edema usually focuses on elimination of the cause. Activities that can 
reduce the effects of the condition include appropriate exercises to keep the blood and 
lymph flowing through the affected areas. Other therapies include elevation of the 
affected part to assist drainage, massage and compression of the areas to move the 
fluid out of the tissues, and decreased salt intake to decrease sodium and water 
retention. 
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Regulation of Water Intake 
Osmolality is the ratio of solutes in a solution to a volume of solvent in a 
solution. Plasma osmolality is thus the ratio of solutes to water in blood plasma. A 
person’s plasma osmolality value reflects his or her state of hydration. A healthy body 
maintains plasma osmolality within a narrow range, by employing several mechanisms 
that regulate both water intake and output. 

Drinking water is considered voluntary. So how is water intake regulated by the body? 
Consider someone who is experiencing dehydration, a net loss of water that results in 
insufficient water in blood and other tissues. The water that leaves the body, as exhaled 
air, sweat, or urine, is ultimately extracted from blood plasma. As the blood becomes 
more concentrated, the thirst response—a sequence of physiological processes—is 
triggered (Figure 7.13). Osmoreceptors are sensory receptors in the thirst center in the 
hypothalamus that monitor the concentration of solutes (osmolality) of the blood. If 
blood osmolality increases above its ideal value, the hypothalamus transmits signals 
that result in a conscious awareness of thirst. The person should (and normally does) 
respond by drinking water. The hypothalamus of a dehydrated person also releases 
antidiuretic hormone (ADH) through the posterior pituitary gland. ADH signals the 
kidneys to recover water from urine, effectively diluting the blood plasma. To conserve 
water, the hypothalamus of a dehydrated person also sends signals via the sympathetic 
nervous system to the salivary glands in the mouth. The signals result in a decrease in 
watery, serous output (and an increase in stickier, thicker mucus output). These 
changes in secretions result in a “dry mouth” and the sensation of thirst.  
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Figure 7.13 A Flowchart Showing the Thirst Response The thirst response begins when 
osmoreceptors detect a decrease in water levels in the blood. [credit: Anatomy and Physiology. Figure 
26.10. OpenStax. CC BY.] 
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Concluding Remarks  
As we have already mentioned, osmosis is one the most important ways that living 
organisms achieve stable conditions. When solutions with different concentrations are 
separated by a semipermeable membrane, water will move from a lower concentration 
area to a higher concentration area. When water moves from one place to another 
place, living cells keep their water levels and nutrients in balance, which is necessary 
for survival. Therefore, osmosis and diffusion are very critical process in our lives. Did 
you ever wonder why do dry fruits (Figure 7.14) soaked in water swell (Figure 7.15)? Or 
did you ever wonder why we place contact lenses in a saline solution, but not in pure 
water? Answers to these questions are hidden in the osmosis process. Water diffuses 
into dry fruits (raisin, apricot, or others) and dry fruits respond by swelling up through 
this process. As concentration of solutes inside the dry fruit is higher, water moves into 
the dry fruit. Opposite of this process, when dry fruit is left in the concentrated sugar 
solution, the dried fruit can lose water and at the end can shrink.  
 

 
 
Figure 7.14 Image of dry apricot soaked in water, picture is taken immediately, no waiting time. [credit: 
Yavuz-Petrowski, O., & the Florida Atlantic University College of Science. (2021). Dried Apricot in Water.] 
 

 
 
Figure 7.15 Image of dry apricot soaked in water, and pictured is taken after 24 hours. [credit: Yavuz-
Petrowski, O., & the Florida Atlantic University College of Science. (2021). Water Saturated Apricot.] 
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Storing eye contacts in an overnight solution is a similar saturation process as the dried 
fruit example shown in the above Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15. The reason we place our 
contact lenses in saline water (salt solution) but not plain water is to maintain the same 
concentration as our natural fluid that moistens our eyes. This way, contacts stay moist 
when the water cannot flow out from the contact lenses overnight.  

In addition to the examples given throughout this lab manual, the osmosis process 
helps in preserving our food, relieving a sore throat, and purifying water for safe 
drinking.  
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